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1. Article: Side Effects Of Latest Cancer Treatment Include Baldness, Psoriasis, And Octo-
Herpes 
 
2. Article: New Student Loan Forgiveness Program Simply Indentured Servitude Until 
Master Gives Student A Sock 
 
3. Article: Game Of Throne Recap: Snake Lady Marries Dwarf Man; Snow Fighter Kills 
Sword Girl 
 
4. Article: Watch Out, Sock-Sluts!  This New Curated Monthly Box Of Hanes Mid-Calf 
Golden-Toes Will Keep Your Cotton-Footed Needs Fetish Satisfied 
 
5. Article: Civil Rights Victory! Home Depot Now Offers Stained Oak Shelving Units 
Designed For Biracial Marriages 
 
6. Quiz: Are you an Introvert, An Extrovert, Or A Robot Merely Programmed To Imitate 
Human Behavior? 

7. Quiz: Have You Feasted On These Succulent Lunchmeats? 

8. List: 6 Quick and Easy Recipes You Can Make With Various Office Supplies 

9. Blog: It Was Rough Growing Up A Pie in Post-“American Pie” America 

10. Article: The Dalai Lama Hates It!: See the New App Designed To Achieve Oneness 
With The Universe in 3 Just Minutes A Day! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLES 

Security Win: Facebook Has Announced That The Anatomically Correct Wax Sculptures Of 
All Of Their Users Are Locked Safely In A Vault Deep Underground 

 

Privacy is crucial to social media users: we all want to limit exactly who has access 
to the precisely-detailed recreations of our bodies that social media websites painstakingly 
maintain. At last, Facebook is listening to its userbase and leading the charge, finally 



locking their anatomically correct wax sculptures securely in a lead-lined vault 2 miles 
beneath the earth’s surface. 

 Talk about a security win! 

For years, social media users have demanded stricter security measures from all 
social media platforms, including the removal of Twitter’s DNA database from its open 
servers, as well as Instagram’s urine library from its public tasting room. But only recently, 
after the bunker where Google stores its 3D-printed genitalia was left unlocked, allowing 
passers-by to “grab a handful”, is change finally happening.  After an estimated 2 to 5 
million penises and vaginas were stolen, users clamored for security, and Facebook was 
the first to answer the call by moving the 2 billion hand-crafted, perfectly detailed models of 
its users to its locked vault, deep beneath the San Francisco Bay. Facebook CEO and 
Hoodie Director Mark Zuckerberg announced, “We at Facebook have always valued are 
users sensitive information. We only hope we can inspire other social media companies to 
follow suit”. 

This move has been largely met with support by the internet.  Reddit user 
PM_ME_YO_TITTAHS commented “Perhaps a user wants to grant their family or close 
friends access to their anatomically correct statue, but not to the public at large.”  User 
RickAndMortyForever chimes in “Call me old fashioned, but I just don’t want the exact 
measurements of my areolas accessible to the world.  If you can’t store them in a locked 
subterranean bunker, at least store them in a locked office building.  It’s all we ask.” 

Of course, some people were critical of the decision. Wikipedia founder Jimmy 
Wales, a proponent of information freedom, declared to 3 million viewers via livestream “At 
Wikipedia, we believe that knowledge is a universal right.  Therefore, we are working to 
compile anatomically-correct wax statues of every human on earth, and allow universal 
access to all human bodies.”  He then proceeded to remove all his clothes and pontificate 
on his philosophy as his 3 million viewers slowly dropped to 735 for the remainder of the 
one hour stream. 

At the time of this printing, Instagram continues to store the 3d printed genitals of its 
users on its public dong-viewing sculpture garden. 

 
 
 
 
Watch Out, Sock-Sluts!  This New Curated Monthly Box Of Hanes Mid-Calf Golden-Toes 
Will Keep Your Cotton-Footed Fetish Needs Satisfied 
 

Hey there sock-sluts!  Are you spending hundreds, even thousands of dollars to 
satisfy your constant need for Hanes Mid-Calf Golden-Toes socks?  We know the struggle!  
Well, relax, because recently, a group of Brooklyn-based industry disrupters has put the 
whole Big Cotton Sock industry on trial.  Footr hopes to make a real difference. 

Finally, someone is changing the sock game. 



 The monthly subscription service, which offers packages ranging from $19.99/month 
($225 annually) to $49.99/month ($580 annually) will hand-select one, two or three 6-packs 
of Hanes 100% Cotton Mid-Calf Golden Toes socks, size medium, and deliver them directly 
to your door. What a money-saver and a time-saver!  No more standing in the sock line for 
hours!  No more camping outside Sports Authority the night before a new sock release! No 
more paying those fat-cat sock moguls for what is basically a human necessity. 

Talk about a game-changer! 

 Footr promises to hire a diverse workforce of American employees earning no less 
than $20/hour to curate and pack each Hanes 100% Cotton Mid-Calf Golden Toe 6-Pack.  
The facility will host weekly all-hands meetings in their open office to exchange ideas about 
the cultural impact of the socks on an ever-changing global market. Monthly forums will be 
held, open to the public so that all voices can be heard on the impact of the socks. Each 
sock pack will come with inspirational quotes from thought-leaders such as Maya Angelou, 
Nelson Mandela and Kanye West.  Of course, a portion of each purchase will be donated to 
“sock the world”, so that no child, no matter how poor, will have to bear a life without a new 
pair of Hanes Mid-Calf Golden Toe socks. 

 “I’ve never felt so validated as a sock-slut,” said satisfied customer Crixtina Lee-
Jones. “I could not be happier with my monthly delivery of new Hanes Mid-Calf Golden-
Toes socks. And I know every sock makes a difference in the world.  Thanks, Footr!” 

Truly inspiring! 


